ABSTRACT In the near future, the OD information of vehicles will be known in real time under the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) environment. To reduce total travel time and bottleneck breakdown on the expressway during rush hours, a new strategy of coordinated ramp metering (CRM) based on real-time OD information is presented. In this study, real-time OD information of traffic flow is effectively used at the level of traffic control. Flow priorities are determined according to real-time OD information based on the quantitative hierarchical model (QHM) algorithm. The new algorithm is named as OD-QHM. It gives priority to the on-ramp with short total travel distance. Since the traffic flow in the expressway system influences each other, this paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm by simulation analysis. Simulation results indicate both the validity and the stability of OD-QHM algorithm are good. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Congestion problem of expressway seriously affects the operation of urban traffic system [1] - [6] . Many control strategies have been proposed to improve traffic efficiency of expressway system. Ramp metering (RM) is probably the more commonly used expressway traffic control strategy [7] - [15] . It can be divided into local/isolated ramp metering and coordinated ramp metering (CRM) by the range of control area. CRM considers a series of ramps as a whole and every ramp metering rate is determined according to the condition of the whole system. It can take into account the whole system compared with local ramp metering. Present studies have indicated CRM solutions are more efficient than isolated ones [16] - [18] .
CRM can be realized through many different strategies. Heuristic coordination strategies based on various rules are widely studied and have a good effect [19] - [25] . But these control algorithms are designed to avoid bottleneck breakdown rather than to realize system optimum. On the basis of a heuristic rule, Vrancken et al. proposed quantitative hierarchical model (QHM) for network-level traffic control. QHM is based on Network Management concepts and on the theory of Hierarchical Control. It realized CRM by partitioning
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fabrizio Messina. expressway system and determining flow priorities [26] . Nevertheless, this study proposed the framework of QHM without giving a method to determine the flow priority. Meshkat et al. verified the effectiveness of QHM in CRM [27] . This study still did not give a method to determine the flow priority. Tu et al. determined the control sequence of multiple ramps based on QHM [28] . But only the local information was used in determining the flow priority. It is not a system optimization algorithm. The control goal is still to avoid congestion, which is not equal to high-efficiency. Therefore, how to determine flow priorities and allocate ramp metering rates from the perspective of efficient system operation is the focus of this paper.
A real CRM algorithm should start with using all available information at system level. In the field of traffic control, the use of vehicle OD information is still limited on single point. The OD information in small spatial-scale is microscopic OD information. This kind of OD is easy to obtain through local traffic survey. In the field of traffic management, the required OD information is the origin and destination of a trip with a wide spatial range. This is macroscopic OD information. It is often need to conduct a large-scale survey of residents' travel combining with traffic zone division, and the cost is high. Urban expressway system is relatively independent due to less external disturbance. For CRM, microscopic OD information is far from enough, whereas macroscopic OD information cannot be obtained in real-time. The OD information of vehicles in the expressway system is needed. This kind of OD information is between macroscopic OD information and microscopic OD information. It has time and space characteristics of system need in CRM. In the CRM, the origin and destination pairs (OD-pairs) are about the study network rather than the whole trip. For example, vehicles at the same entry point may travel toward different exit points and the travel distances of vehicle are determined by OD-pairs in the study area.
In the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) environment, vehicle path information, namely OD information, can be obtained in real time. OD information is a vector with both size and direction. There is a median strip between the opposite lanes of the expressway. Hence what can be used is the size of OD information. The size of OD information is the length of vehicle's path on the mainline of the expressway. When someone using OD information to control traffic, the first question is whether releasing the vehicle with big OD information first or releasing the vehicle with small OD information first has a better traffic effect on the system. That is the flow priority problem about the OD information.
Due to the time-space limitation, the traditional information such as flow rate, density and occupancy rate cannot reflect the impact of the current on-ramp traffic flow release on the expressway system. Whereas the real-time OD information can well reflect the impact. Therefore, the flow priority of on-ramps can be quantitatively allocated based on real-time OD information, and then the ramp metering rate can be determined. This is a good extension of CRM in allocating ramp metering rates to upstream on-ramps. Furthermore, the real-time OD information as a new index and its heuristic rules could be applied to other algorithms such as optimal control and intelligent control.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the QHM framework and the assumption that every vehicle is connected to the IoV as well as the compliance rate is 100%. It uses real-time OD information to determine the flow priority, and allocates ramp metering rates according to the flow priority. Compared with indexes used in other algorithms, the realtime OD information can better reflect the time-space characteristic of expressway system. The OD-QHM aims to achieve the optimal total time vehicles spend in the expressway system, rather than to merely avoid the bottleneck breakdown. It is a CRM algorithm in the real meaning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The concept of the flow priority based on real-time OD information is proposed in Section 2. Then in Section 3, the relationship between real-time OD information and the optimal ramp metering rate is investigated by VISSIM simulation. In Section 4 we propose a new CRM algorithm, OD-QHM, by combining the flow priority based on real-time OD information with the QHM algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the efficiency of OD-QHM algorithm compared with other algorithms by simulation. Finally, conclusion and future work are provided in Section 6. 
II. THE FLOW PRIORITY BASED ON OD INFORMATION
Before the realization of IoV technology, OD information is difficult to be applied in real-time traffic control. IoV is a big interactive network composed of location, velocity, route and other information. In the IoV environment, real-time location and potential travel routes of each vehicle in the expressway are available. Therefore, the flow priority of each ramp can be determined based on the information of vehicles that are entering the mainline.
As shown in Figure 1 , the study area is an expressway section with m on-ramps and n-1 off-ramps. For convenience, the mainline entrance and on-ramps are uniformly numbered. Similarly, the mainline exit and off-ramps are uniformly numbered.
Parameters involved in the concept are as follows. i is the number of mainline entrance or on-ramp. j is the number of mainline exit or off-ramp. k is the number of control period.
is the number of vehicles entering from entrance i and heading for exit j in control period k. q (i, k) is the number of vehicles entering from entrance i in control period k.
Suppose distances traveled by vehicles with the same origin and destination are uniform, and the distance is denoted as d (i, j).
s(i, k) is the total distance traveled by vehicles entering from entrance i on the mainline in control period k, as shown in Eq. (1) .
w (i, k) is the ratio of on-ramp i distance traveled by vehicles to all on-ramps distance traveled by vehicles on the mainline in control period k, as shown in Eq. (2) .
Due to the fluctuation caused by car-following, lanechanging, interweaving and other behaviors, the longer the driving distance of vehicles on the expressway mainline, the greater the impact on the operation of the expressway. Therefore, the larger s (i, k) is, the greater the absolute impact on the expressway system. The larger w (i, k) is, the greater the relative impact on the expressway system. To achieve efficient operation of expressway system, the ramp of small w (i, k) should be early released. It helps to reduce the travel time of the vehicles in the system. In this paper, this characteristic is called the flow priority based on real-time OD information. The next section verifies the idea through simulation.
III. THE RELATION BETWEEN OD INFORMATION AND OPTIMAL RAMP METERING RATE
Since the influence of OD information on ramp release is not determined, the purpose of the simulation in this section is to explore the influence of the release priority of ramps with different OD information on system delay. The minimum system delay corresponds to the optimal ramp metering rate. Because optimal ramp metering rate is influenced by many factors, the control variate method is used. In this study, all the factors are controlled for the same except for the OD information factor. In this simulation, a control period includes two sub-periods. The ramp metering rate in the first subperiod is called prior metering rate in this paper. To analyze the relation between the optimal ramp metering rate and OD information, the sum number of released vehicles in the two sub-periods should be identical in the same traffic condition. Hence the ramp metering rate in the second sub-period is called compensatory metering rate.
According to the research objective, the simulated road network should include several entrances and at least one exit, so that the priority can be allocated to different onramps and the validity of allocating flow priority based on OD information can be checked. As shown in Figure 2 , three on-ramps are included in this simulation. These on-ramps are long enough to observe the queue. Overflow impact of the on-ramp queue is not considered for convenience. The length of each acceleration lane is 0.2 km. Each distance along the mainline between the entrances is 0.5 km. A 0.5 km interval is enough for the flow to recover from disturbances at the merging area [27] . The mainline has two lanes. Traffic signals are placed at all the entrances in the system to control the network inflow.
VISSIM 4.30 and its COM-interface are used for this simulation. The simulation warm-up time is 600 s. During the warm-up time, no control measure is adopted to make the road network reach a stable operation state. The control period is 600 s, and the two sub-periods are both 300 s. Onecar-per-green mode is used to meter on-ramps. This allows flow control without stopping mainline traffic. Note that the actual prior metering rate is not greater than the arrival flow. The step size of the prior metering rate is 50 pcu/h. The compensatory metering rate can be calculated after determining the prior metering rate. All the vehicles in the simulation are small cars.
In the simulation, the mainline traffic supply is 3500 pcu/h, but the system traffic demand is 4100 pcu/h. Demand is greater than supply in a short time. To ensure the stability of the expressway system, the total flow released should be controlled within 3500pcu/h. Average ramp metering rate in each control period is the same in accordance with the queue balance rule. Simulation cases are shown in Table 1 .
Average delay rate (ADR), the normalized average delay over traveled distances, is used as a congestion indicator [29] . Correlation analysis between the prior metering rate and ADR is conducted as shown in Table 2 . It can be considered that prior metering rates of on-ramp 1 and on-ramp 2 is significantly correlated with the ADR of the expressway system. This indicates that the order of ramp releases can influence control effect.
In the case of the same flow input, the optimal metering rate corresponds to the minimum ADR. The optimal prior metering rate of each flow case is shown in Table 3 . m1, m2 and m3 are used to respectively represent the optimal prior metering rates of on-ramp 1, on-ramp 2, and on-ramp 3. d1 and d2 are used to respectively represent the distance of onramp 1 and on-ramp 2 to on-ramp 3 along the mainline. Since all the vehicles entering from on-ramps travel toward the exit and the input flows of on-ramps are identical, w (i, k) is only impacted by d1 and d2 according to Eq. (2) in this simulation. Both on-ramp 2 and on-ramp 3 in case 5 became bottlenecks due to high mainline input flow. Except for case 5, ratios of m1 to m2 in the other cases with a single bottleneck are around 0.55. Moreover, the ratio of d1 to d2 is 2:1. It can be approximately inferred that the optimal ramp metering rate is inversely proportional to w (i, k). Therefore, it is feasible to allocate ramp flow priorities according to the real-time OD information.
IV. OD-QHM: AN IMPROVED QHM ALGORITHM BASED ON REAL-TIME OD INFORMATION
After the relation between OD information and ramp metering is preliminarily determined, this section apply this relation to ramp metering.
The QHM algorithm coordinates ramp metering by implementing Network Management on the expressway system. It combines Systems Engineering and Heuristic Control. QHM consists of recursive sub-networks of a large network and its control strategy, which can hierarchically distribute the complexity of the network into sub-networks. In the view of system engineering, each sub-network can be considered as a system because each sub-network has the entrance and exit at boundary. For entire expressway network, only its subnetwork boundaries need to be managed. The control method of entire expressway network is also applicable to each subnetwork. Controlling the boundary reduces the managing complexity of each sub-network. The abstraction of boundary and interface improves the extensibility of control strategy. Therefore, QHM has the advantages of low complexity and good extensibility, and it is suitable for systems in any scales.
Two key problems need to be solved when applying QHM to CRM. The first problem is to determine the network partition and when to start control. The second problem is to determine the on-ramp flow priority. For the first problem, Tu et al. established an indicator of production stability (PS) on the basis of a macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) and the instability of traffic flows to determine when to start the control of CRM [30] . This paper focuses on the second problem. Tu et al. determined the control sequence of coordinated multiple ramps [28] . However, only local level information is used to determine flow priorities. It is not a system-level optimization. The authentic CRM should use system-level information to determine the flow priority. Section 2 introduced the flow priority based on real-time OD information. Section 3 verified the feasibility of determining flow priority based on real-time OD information. This section will explore how to implement CRM according to the flow priority based on real-time OD information under the QHM framework. As shown in Figure 3 , two main steps of the QHM algorithm after network partition are flow priority calculation and ramp metering rate calculation. In this study, the two steps are improved as Figure 4 . The variant of QHM algorithm is named as OD-QHM.
In Figure 4 , q(i, j, k), d (i, j), and s(i, k) have been explained in Section 2. The follows are some parameters have not been explained above.
M (i, k) is the ramp metering rate of on-ramp i.
x is the number of bottleneck. In this study, the number of bottleneck is same as the number of on-ramp. It also means there are x on-ramps in control area when the bottleneck number is x. l is the sum of possible bottlenecks. In this study, l is equal to m.
w (i, k, x) is the ratio of on-ramp i distance traveled by vehicles to x on-ramps distance traveled by vehicles on the mainline in control period k.
Combined with the experiment in Section 3, the equation of the on-ramp i flow priority in control period k when possible bottleneck is x used in this study is as follows:
Since some vehicles will not pass through the bottleneck, the impact of these vehicles should be excluded to avoid underestimating the on-ramp metering rates. The metering rate of on-ramp i in control period k can be calculated as:
where C x is the capacity of bottleneck x. The core concepts of OD-QHM can be interpreted as following:
1. The last on-ramp is the bottleneck in the control subnetwork. However, it is necessary to simultaneously calculate ramp metering rates under all possible bottleneck conditions in the current control process to avoid creating new bottlenecks in the upstream of the bottleneck.
2. The actual bottleneck is used as terminus to calculate each s (i, k). Ramp flow priorities under all possible bottleneck conditions are calculated based on the s (i, k). 3. Since the actual conditions at different possible bottlenecks may be different, capacity values at different bottlenecks should be selected according to the actual situation.
4. For all on-ramps in the control partition, flow priorities and ramp metering rates are calculated for all possible bottleneck conditions. 5. For each on-ramp, the minimum metering rate under all possible bottleneck conditions is selected for control.
V. TEST CASE
Whitemud Drive is an urban expressway in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Its basic speed limit is 80 km/h. The effect of OD-QHM algorithm is illustrated by taking the eastbound carriageway shown in Figure 5 as an example. Figure 6 shows the location of loop detectors. Assume that the area shown in Figure 6 is treated as a sub-network in control time. The distance between ramps along the mainline can be measured. According to the research needs, the loop detector data from 16:30 to 18:10 on August 10, 2015 were counted at the interval of 5 minutes as shown in Figure 7 . VISSIM 4.30 has been used as simulation engine, with control and data processing done by a Visual Basic program, communicating with VISSIM 4.30 through the COM-interface. To illustrate the effect of the OD-QHM algorithm, the simulation is conducted respectively in the case of no control, ALINEA, and the algorithm proposed in this study. ALINEA is a simple, mature and stable ramp metering algorithm [1] , [31] . There are many researchers used ALINEA as the benchmark strategy to illustrate their study [8] , [32] - [37] . It is also suitable to use ALINEA as the benchmark strategy in this study. Three parameters in ALINEA algorithm are calibrated according to the existing research [38] - [40] . The desired downstream occupancy is set to 0.20.
Regulator parameter is set to 70 pcu/h. And the control cycle is set to 5 minutes. Evaluation indexes used are Total Time Spent (TTS) in hours, Total Delay (TD) in hours, Total Travel Distance (TTD) in kilometers and ADR in s/km. Since the influence of warm-up time on the control initial state, cases of 300 s warm-up time and 600s warm-up time are given in this study. The initial traffic condition of 300 s warmup time is better than that of 600 s warm-up time. Because control algorithm has different effects in different traffic demand cases, this study conducted simulations in three traffic demand cases. Based on the flow data in Figure 7 and the OD distribution in Table 4 , simulations under half of the flow condition, 1 time flow condition and 1.5 times flow condition were conducted. Results are shown in Table 5 . Compared with the uncontrolled case, the number in parenthesis is the change percentage of the corresponding indicator.
As shown in Table 5 , TTS and TD under the OD-QHM are obviously lower than that of ALINEA in these conditions. Moreover, the two parameters of OD-QHM under lower flow and 300s warm up time are lower than other conditions.
Under the ALINEA, the increase of TTD value is very limited and there is a slightly decrease when the flow is high. The TTD index of OD-QHM is better than that of ALINEA. It indicates that OD-QHM algorithm can effectively improve the throughput of expressway. This corresponds well with the traffic demand of rush hour.
The ADR index of OD-QHM is better than that of ALINEA. In addition, the ADR index of both algorithms under lower flow and 300s warm up time are lower than other conditions.
Noted that the effect of ramp metering algorithms should be judged synthetically according to various indexes rather than single index. A better ramp metering algorithm should make the TTD higher as well as make the TTS, TD, and ADR lower. In general, the control effect of OD-QHM is significantly better than that of ALINEA under 6 different combinations of warm-up time and flow. When the warmup time is 300 s, both using the two control algorithms can effectively reduce delay. It indicates that conducting onramp metering before bottleneck breakdown can improve the control effect. Under the low traffic demand condition, the effects of the two control algorithms are good. Improvement effects of both algorithms are reduced with the increase of traffic demand. The improvement effect of ALINEA decreases rapidly, whereas the OD-QHM still has considerable improvement effect. It shows the OD-QHM algorithm is stable. To reduce the contingency, simulations under different OD distributions are carried out in this study. The results of these cases are consistent with each other. Three of these cases are shown in Appendix. Therefore, it is feasible to apply real-time OD information of on-ramp vehicles to CRM.
VI. CONCLUSION
The OD-QHM algorithm is proposed based on the QHM framework and real-time OD information. In the IoV environment, the use of real-time OD information will eliminate the time-space limitation in traditional traffic control. The control algorithm not only settle the current bottleneck breakdown, but also prevent congestion in a short time. Simulation results indicate that the validity and stability of the OD-QHM algorithm are superior to the widely used ALINEA algorithm. Therefore, it is feasible to introduce real-time OD information VOLUME 7, 2019 into traffic control. How to use the real-time OD information will become a new research hotspot in traffic control area.
It is obvious that pure OD information cannot represent all system information. This paper is only a preliminary study on the application of real-time OD information in CRM. Other factors remain the same in this study for convenience. The equation used to determine ramp flow priority is from simple generalization. Our follow-up study will improve the OD-QHM algorithm by taking other factors into account. Furthermore, the vehicles releasing in the same control period arrive the bottleneck in different time due to the distance between on-ramps. It is also necessary to consider this problem in future studies. Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 are the OD distribution used in different simulations. Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11 are the VOLUME 7, 2019 network performance indicators under the OD distributions in Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 .
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